Superconductivity: Will It Be Coming in from
the Cold?
by Dr. Paul Michael Grant, W2AGZ Technologies, w2agz@w2agz.com

In from the cold? Really? Isn't "cold"
an inevitable and immutable component of
superconductivity?
Actually, my use of the word in this
piece is more or less metaphorical, essen
tially drawn from my closing thoughts
in a 2011 Cold Facts article, "Out into the
Cold," [1]. In short, the application of su
perconductivity within the electric power
sector remains at best lukewarm (see "Up
braiding the Utilities," Cold Facts, Summer
2011 [2]), and, since 1993, no superconduct
ing material with a transition temperature
greater than 135K has been fabricated. In
fact, "conventional strong-coupled BCS
theory," irrespective of the "pairing boson"
(phonons, magnons, spinons ... whatever),
suggests that at a Te -190K, the Cooper pair
coherence length approaches physically
implausible values on the order of a lattice
constant. Is there a "hot track" upward for
both applications of today's superconduc
tors and future transition temperatures be
yond 200K as well?
Both these issues were recently ad
dressed by this writer in a talk given this past
April at the San Francisco Spring Meeting of
the Materials Research Society [3]. What the
electricity enterprise requires for significant
deployment of superconductivity, in my
honest opinion, is a "compelling need" sim
ilar to that presented in the decades of the
1920s and '30s to provide "cheap power to
the people," which inspired Samuel Insull
to invent the investor-owned and regulated
private utility and David Lilienthal to estab
lish that paradigm of public generation, the
Tennessee Valley Authority. Each required
and engendered massive utilization of the
alternating current technology pioneered
by Nicola Tesla [4]. So what would present
today an emerging "compelling
need" for a power application on
the exascale of the warehouse of
high temperature superconduct
ing materials discovered and
developed over the last quarter
century?
We now know the world is
literally awash in hydrocarbon
fossil fuels, especially meth
ane (natural gas) but also "tight
crude. " The co-evolution of
seismic imaging and hydraulic
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fracturing ("fracking") gives us their loca
tion and "how to get both out." There are
plans worldwide to extract natural gas and
install pipeline infrastructure for its end-use
delivery [5]. In North America, there are a
variety of schemes/proposals pending,
ranging from the long-proposed Mackenzie
Valley Pipeline to co-use of Keystone XL
rights-of-way to opportunities to exploit
the Dakotas and New York / Pennsylvania
methane fields . At present, some 30 percent
of delivered natural gas in North America
and Europe is combusted at delivery point
to generate electricity. And that fraction is
expected to increase in the future. Why not
burn that portion at the well head using
(possibly superconducting) combined cycle
turbine technology and deliver the elec
trons/holes in a superconducting cable laid
alongside a reduced capacity (and cheaper)
gas pipeline in a common right-of-way [6,
7]7 A very preliminary "engineering econ
omy" study of such a scenario was pub
lished as far back as 2006 [8], and proposals
to consider its extension will be submitted
to DOE and Electric Power Research Insti
tute (EPR!) for review in 2015.
OK, now how about escaping the upper
limit on Te to below 200K if your present
materials are traditional Eliashberg-McMil-

This question was raised decades ago,
originally by Bill Little and Vitaly Ginzburg
in the 1960s and '70s [9, 10]. Both pointed
out the "way upward" might be to employ
a BCS pairing boson with a much higher
characteristic energy than phonons or ma
gnons . Recall "grammar school" BCS theory
scales the transition temperature as Te '" G B
exp(-l/Ae_B)' where G B is the characteristic
boson temperature (w 400K, phonons; SOOK,
magnons; 11,000K, excitons!), and Ae-B rep
resents the electron (hole)-boson coupling
constant (0.2, weak; 1.7, strong). We can eas
ily see for G B on the exciton scale, even for
weak coupling, Te might well exceed 300K!
Little and Ginzburg suggested various
polymeric structures wherein a one-dimen
sional metallic chain would be surrounded
by polarizable aromatic molecules provid
ing the source of the excitonic boson. One
such idealization was studied analytically
by Davis, Gutfreund and Little, using a di
electric response method known as KMK
(Kirzhnits-Maximov-Khomskii) as a more
general alternative to Eliashberg-McMillan,
and found very sensitive structural features
required control to manifest electron-exci
ton pairing, principally the spacing between
the "conducting spine" and its aromatic mo
lecular wrapping. If such were too far, the
itinerant electron-holes would not "feel" the
presence of the excitons, and, if too close,
these same carriers would "screen" the very
formation of the excitons [11].
The last dozen or so years have wit
nessed the rapid and extensive develop-
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ment of computational chemistry, known as density-functional
theory (DFT), which in principle will allow the quantitative analysis
of any number of atomic-molecular arrangements that could pos
sibly exploit the Little-Ginzburg mechanism, without having to, at
least initially, actually synthesize each one. One relatively straight
forward embodiment to the model was proposed in 1973 by Allen
der, Bray and Bardeen [12), simply a thin metal film deposited on a
semiconductor surface, in which tunneling of itinerant electrons into
the energy gap of the semiconductor excites the excitons required for
pairing. One intriguing, to me at least, geometry to explore would
be simply a quasiperiodic chain of, say, sodium atoms, decorating a
dislocation line on the surface of silicon. I predict, once the next wave
of physics and chemistry graduate students undertakes the tedious
and time-consuming task of writing the required DFT-based code
employing appropriate response algorithms (e.g. KMK), we will find
a proper embodiment of excitonic superconductivity to then proceed
to synthesize.
To close, this physicist will enter his eighth decade on the planet
in 2015. I truly and sincerely hope those in the younger generation of
Super Folks will find "warm answers" to both the exascale and na
noscale challenges raised here soon, so I can still be around to enjoy
and admire the fruits of their labors! [13]

* For entries marked with an asterisk, a PDF of the reference is available at
Dr. Grant's website, http://w2agz.com.
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